
Municipal Planning Incentive Grant 
(PIG)

Acquisition Process

SADC Workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome/thank you for attending!  We feel so privileged to partner with all of you in preserving New Jersey’s farmland.  (story about my vision of my job when I started at the SADC & the reality that these are complicated real estate transactions where large amounts of tax dollars and the future of a farm and landowner are at stake.   At the SADC the pressure to expend funding fast is a big consideration.  Through listening over the past year or so to Municipalities we know that the efficiency of the process and better communication between the SADC, partners and landowners is where we will make gains in processing applications more timely and with the best outcomes for our customers – the landowners.    I’d like to go around room and have everyone provide a brief introduction, including, your name, where you are from/who you assist and how many years you’ve been coordinating preservation efforts.  I hope that learning who else is working near you helps to provide local contacts, since they might have been through a similar situation and can provide guidance.  



Who can assist me 
with what at the SADC?

SADC Workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the SADC we do a lot of different things: Administer the RTF ActManage the 8 year programOversee stewardship of all preserved farms in the stateDevelop new ag development programs like deer fencing grants and are fully engaged with all planning aspects of FPP.  In the Acquisition section we primarily focus on getting deals done.    



Chief of 
Acquisitions

Heidi 
Winzinger

Development & 
Training 

Coordinator
Cindy Roberts

Acquisition Affairs 
Coordinator
Jessica Uttal 

Real Estate 
Specialist 

(all closing related 
inquiries)

Catherine Corbett

Meet the Staff

Training & 
Outreach

Lynn Lemyre

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heidi –Chief of AcquisitionsCindy – was a regional acquisition coordinator – due to the need for training and outreach such as the workshop today – we moved her into a new position – however, due the slow wheels of the state personnel – she is still covering territory as  RACJess – many of you know of Jess through closings.  Some of you may remember that the RAC handled closings.  We improved the process by having one person handle them.   After many years of providing great customer service we moved Jess into a new position in support of the Acquisition Team where she handles day to day business of all processes and assists Cindy in outreach and trainingCatherine – new to the SADC has taken over as our single point of contact for closing related issues.  Lynn Lemyre – we would not be here today if not for Lynn!  All of the documents, arrangements and correspondence for this workshop happened because of Lynn’s input and talents.  



Regional Acquisition Coordinators (RAC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About 200-250 applications at a time in the office



Regional Acquisition Coordinator- NW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stefanie (75+- applications)



Regional Acquisition Coordinator-NE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amy – (35+-applications)



Regional Acquisition Coordinators-S/CS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cindy – 20+- applications



Regional Project Manager-SW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Katie – (80+-applications)



~715,000 acres 
of New Jersey 

Farmland
(2012 Census of Agriculture)

Goal: Preserve

~550,000 acres

To Date: Preserved

232,500+ acres

(2,592 farms)

What We’ve Accomplished Together

NJ Ranks #1 in the 
Country for the % of  
Farmland Preserved!

~42% Preserved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are over 715,000 acres of farmland in New Jersey.Our goal is to preserve 550,000 of them.To date, we have preserved more than 2,500 farms at over 232,500 acres.NJ Ranks 1st in the country in the % of farmland preserved and we rank 2nd – to Pennsylvania – in the number of farmland easements acquired (separate owners of preserved farms) – this speaks to the large, and growing, role of educating preserved farm landowners and future stewardship demands



We’ve Been Listening!

2016-2018 
Listening Sessions
With Counties & Municipalities

• The Process

• Getting the Deal 
Done  

• Funding 
Shortfalls 

• Landowner 
Outreach 

Partner Challenges:
• Effective 

Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2016 we hosted a listening session focused on CADB/County participation but many municipal and nonprofit partners attended as well.  The focus of the session was to share information about what was working and what wasn’t.  Project/process specific discussion revolved around making the Green Light Approval process quicker by drawing attention to elements of the application but not requiring they be addressed prior to receipt of GLA.Addressing mapping disparities between local GIS maps and SADC generated GIS mapping, resulting in changes to the Appraisal Order Checklist to mirror the SADC maps and reports.  A webinar was held to discuss the SADC data source and why it is the best available for the SADC to use.  It was recommended that our partners use OGIS published parcel data to ensure consistent application acreage figures.In the spring of this year staff conducted an outreach to all Agricultural Advisory Committees (AAC).  We heard most clearly the need to restructure our organization in order to provide more training and hands on assistance, particularly in four areas:Effective Communication / Introducing SharepointDealing with funding shortfalls – need for SADC funds to make a project a reality and identifying local/matching funds.How to do effective landowner outreach – starting with identifying priority farms and targeting personalized outreach. Successful acceptance of offers – Common practice is to send a landowner a written offer/value but that may not be enough.  It may be necessary to communicate with the landowner in regard to the offer and considerations each family needs to discuss and evaluate before accepting or rejecting an offer.The Municipal PIG Process – need for a comprehensive checklist, which identifies each step in the process from application to settlement.  This may need to be adapted to the municipalities individual process.



How We
Can 
Help

Challenge:   Effective Communication

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s12Jb5Z2xaE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharepoint, an online document sharing platform that the SADC will be using, that our partners can use with us for free.Video link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s12Jb5Z2xaE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s12Jb5Z2xaE





Challenge: Funding Shortfalls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone, I will discuss the measures the SADC has put in place to address the concerns we heard during the Spring outreach.  We were interested to know how much and what kind of outreach was occurring and what we heard is that due to funding shortfalls, meaningful outreach was not occurring.  You said:  You don’t want to disappoint landowners by asking them to submit applications when there is Not enough funds to complete a whole transaction a timely mannerYou let us know FUNDING is primary concern that affects landowner outreach.



Increased funding for active Municipal PIGs

Creation of a Competitive Fund

Putting it together with funding partnerships

How We
Can 
Help

Challenge: Funding Shortfalls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increased funding:  FY19 appropriations recommendations focused on the active MUNI PIG programs.  Over $15 million has been recommended for the active MUNI PIGs.  (having spent over 25% of their funding over the past years.)We want you to know that Project Managers are available to assist any partner with outreach and strive to assist those municipalities with balances in their accounts to identify/target farms and to conduct landowner outreach to solicit applications from the best farms. All in an effort to solicit applications from the BEST FARMSWhen we met with you last we discussed changes to the MUNI rules to provide for a competitive funds to augment your base grant.  The rules have been circulated for comment and those we have received are all positive.  This will allow the SADC to begin the formal rule making process and adopt sometime in 2019.  Identification of other funding partnerships when there is a lack of local funding from either Minimal funds raised through the open space trust fundCounty won’t cost share etc



Federal “ALE”
(Agricultural Land Easement)

Helps protect working agricultural lands and limit                    
non-agricultural uses of  the land.

Additional Funding Partners

How We
Can 
Help

Foundation Money: Other Foundations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PartnershipsIf there is a funding gap you will need to get creative and consider other funding sources, including:  Federal funds through the ALE program – has been the largest outside funding source50% fundingApplications are usually submitted in November after NRCS announces the deadline.  The SADC is working with NRCS to determine if there can be efficiencies to accepting applications throughout the year so they get in the system and when state funding levels are set by NRCS there is a backlog in their systemImportant to inform landowner that the processing of their application may not move forward until federal funds are secured or if the MUNI is willing go through the SADC GLA and CMV process so when ALE funds are secured the timeline has been shortened.Work with one of the approved entities:  SADC, NJCF, Hunterdon Land Trust and D&R Greenway for them to assist the landowner in applying.Identification of other funding partners such as WRE – another federal program through ALEOSI – if property is located within specific focus areas.  Still working on deed changes to secure additional conservation resource restrictions that satisfy OSI and the SADCOther foundations – NJCF secured a grant from a little known foundation for a Pilesgrove application



Challenge: Landowner Outreach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You told us you either don’t have time or resources to conduct effective outreachlandowners haven’t been interested in the pastdon’t know how to conduct effective outreach



Challenge:  Landowner Outreach

Pinpoint 
Desirable 
Farms

Share this 
information with 
our Partners

Targeted Mailings

Outreach Gatherings

Finding Local Partners

How We
Can 
Help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:In order to be able to identify and prioritize your farms the SADC is completing maps Township level to help to Identify all the unpreserved farmland across the state Create a detailed database that pinpoints farms that will be good candidates for all SADC programs (Direct Easement, County PIG, Municipal PIG and Non-Profit) Document prior efforts to contact landowners or preserve the farm.Refer to Salem County mapThis information will be shared with our partners. The PM will bring the maps to AAC meetings to download what the local understanding is of each parcelHas there been any prior outreach and with whomIdentify who may know the landowner Coordinate outreach to priority parcelsAnd, based on it, customized specific outreach can be created that fits identified needs, such as:targeted mailingshosting outreach gatheringsfinding local partners/residents to facilitate face-to-face meetings with landowners.SADC staff will begin planning a workshop specifically geared towards how to conduct effective outreach, including enticing farmers to come to meetings and engaging farm owners that are not farmers.



Challenge: Getting the Deal Done

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You told us other barriers to getting applications or being successful with an application are:Landowners have unrealistic value expectations, a lack of understanding of the appraisal process and what affects it, poor understating of the tax implication of a sale, lack of understanding of ways to deal with multiple owners to see if the transaction can address everyone’s needs which leads to rejected offers.



Challenge: Getting the Deal Done

Estate Planning

Land Transfer 
Options for 
the Next 
Generation Tax Deductions 

and Charitable 
Contributions

Training 
on How to 

Present 
Offers

How We
Can 
Help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:  The SADC will offer training workshops specifically geared towards:How to present offers, educate the landowners and provide the right, customized information specific to their situation,Estate PlanningLand Transfer options for the next generationTax Deductions and Charitable Contributions, etc.SADC staff is available to attend an in person meeting with the landowners before they decide to accept or reject the offer.  This is the best way to have meaningful conversation with them about any and all the above.  Introducing ideas to address concernsadvocating talking with an attorney or accountant to confirm topics introduced and discussed at the meeting Keeping the door open, provides time for the decision to be fully vetted while striving to meet all owners needs Be sure they understand how much $ they get to keep.  The gross offer is not as important as the net return on the transaction.



Challenge:   The Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process can be confusing and lengthy.  There is often a lack of communication with all the partners working on the application.  How can the SADC help.  



Easy to Follow Milestone Maps

Collaborative 
Checklists

How We
Can 
Help

Challenge:   The Process

The Right Tools 
for the Job

To Plough 
Through the 

Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:The SADC has created several documents to assist in efficient use of time and providing landowners with a clear understanding of where their application is during the major steps of the preservation process. Easy to follow ‘Milestone Maps’ - simplified Landowner Guides that will let everyone know who is responsible for what and when.Updateable Checklist to address the collaborative process of taking an application through the entire preservation process. 



How We
Can 
Help

Challenge:   The Process

“Milestone 
Map”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:We have created the “Milestone Maps” as a tool to help you and your landowners understand where the farm is in the process, and what you, and they, need to do next.Refer to the MMs in the packet.



How We
Can 
Help

Challenge:   The Process
Green 
Light 

Approval

CMV

Final 
Approval

CLOSING!

“Milestone 
Map”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:The “Milestone Maps” follow the process, marking the most important milestones…From Green Light ApprovalTo CMVTo Final ApprovalTo Closing



How We
Can 
Help

Challenge:   The Process

“Milestone 
Map”

To Do 
List

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:At each milestone there will be a to-do list of what needs to happen next for both the partner and the landowner.



How We
Can 
Help

Challenge: The Process

Use NJ Blueprint to look 
at:

• Quality of the soils
• Proximity to other 

preserved farms
• Confirm that the farm is in 

the ADA & project area
• Tax map boundary and 

parcel data

https://www.njmap2.com/blueprint/

Before the 
application 

is 
finalized…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using NJ Blueprint to get a full picture of the property before following up with the landowner on an application received landowner at the farm.  The quality of the soils, The proximity to other preserved farms, Quickly confirm in the ADA and project areaTax map boundary and parcel data If you don’t know about NJ Blueprint or need help to use it contact your PM for a tutorial.

https://www.njmap2.com/blueprint/
https://www.njmap2.com/blueprint/


How We
Can 
Help

Challenge: The Process
Do a site visit of the farm and meet with 
the landowner

• Check it meets Minimum Criteria.
• Be aware of agricultural infrastructure.
• Discuss residential opportunities.
• Check for erosion or water issues.
• Review Guidance Documents:

• Exception Areas
• Non-Ag Uses
• Division of Premises
• ALE Grants

Before the 
application 

is 
finalized…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do a site visit of the farm and meet with the landowner. This is important as you review the application submitted or before you help the landowner complete the application if part of an initial outreach to get the application.Check to see if it meets minimum criteria (additional development potential and tillable) be aware of agricultural infrastructure, Discuss residential opportunities that exist or may be desired in the future, Check to see if you notice any erosion or water issues. The Deed of Easement states “ no activity shall be permitted on the Premises which would be detrimental to drainage, flood control, water conservation, or soil conservation, nor shall any other activity be permitted which would be detrimental to the continued agricultural use of the Premises”. You want to assist the landowner in observing these issues so they have time to correct them while working through the first phase of the application rather than finding these issues during the baseline inspection before settlement.Advise them to work with NRCS to seek assistance to remediate the issue now.  If issues are left, settlement cannot occur if the landowner would be in violation of the DOE immediately after settlement.review of guidance documents while at the farm:discuss benefits of exception areas, note any non-agricultural uses and options for continued uses,



How We
Can 
Help

Challenge: The Process

Obtain all documents needed, including:
• Deed
• Farmland Assessment Form
• Copies of any easements that affect the 

property
• Copies of any written leases
• Confirm any verbal leases and with whomBefore the 

application 
is 

finalized…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:Be sure to obtain all documents necessary so the application, upon submission to the SADC can be deemed complete and move through the GL Review process.  including:Deed, farmland assessment form, copies of any easements that affect the property, Copy of any written leasesConfirm any verbal leases and with whom



How We
Can 
Help

Challenge:   The Process

Green 
Light 

Approval

Certified 
Market 
Value 
(CMV)

If you have decided to 
make an offer, it must 
be presented to the 
landowner within 30 
days from receiving the 
signed CMV.

Landowners have 
up to 60 days to 
accept or reject 
the offer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:You’ve received GLA, commissioned and submitted appraisals for review, And the SADC has certified a value.  What needs to happen next and who needs to do it to move the project along?The OfferAfter the signed certification report is sent to the municipality, if you have decided to make an offer, the rules require the offer to be presented to the landowner within 30 days.Your PM will send you a copy of the unsigned certification report after the SADC meeting for your use if approvals are needed before an offer is made Please provide a show of hands for those who needs to get approvals to extend the offerwho need to get funding approvals before extending the offerGoing under contract upon landowner acceptance of the offerGoing under contract after SADC final approval.Without know each municipality’s process for making an offer and getting under contract the checklist was developed to document getting TC and County funding prior to making the offer and after.  The rules also require the landowner be given 60 days to accept or reject the offerIt is important to have contact with the landowner either before they receive the written offer (for DE applications, the PM calls the landowner with the certified value and discuss that as soon as they know if they will be accepting to let the PM know so they can prepare a final approval resolution) or after they have received the written offer.Be sure to ask if they have any questions and offer to meet with family members to discuss the offer and answer questions.  SADC PMs are available to assist in landowner meetings.If they are on the fence or it appears they are going to reject, be sure to recommend they speak with an accountant to discuss the tax implications of a sale.  They need to realistically know what the net return to them is in comparison to the gross offer.  It matters what they get to keep…..Let them know the next steps in the process and provide an anticipated timeline to get to closing.Important to understand how many individuals are involved in making the decision, whether they are all farmers, if the next generation have a say etc.  This helps you to understand who the stakeholders are and what issue they maybe wrestling with.  If funding approvals are obtained after an offer is accepted, let your PM know as soon as you do whether the offer has been accepted or not and you’re anticipated timeline for getting Township Committee, CADB and County Freeholder final approvals. This allows your PM to estimate what agenda the SADC will get granting FA and makes sure the request to the TC and County are done in a timely manner.  



Farm A

Farm B

Farm 
C

Farm A

Farm B

Farm C

Challenge:   The Process

How We
Can 
Help

What Slows 
Things 
Down

Farm A

Farm B

Farm C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How we can help:If the checklist and MMs are used, then applications will move smoothly through the process.  As soon as there are problems with one application, including:Missing informationChange to the exception area, adding one, changing location, going from NSE to SeverableFailure to vet minimum criteriaA wrench is thrown into the process that not only affects the one application but all those submitted afterwards as the PM gets bogged down and the process slows.



How We
Can 
Help

Challenge: The Process

NJ Blueprint
https://www.njmap2.com/blueprint/

https://www.njmap2.com/blueprint/
https://www.njmap2.com/blueprint/
https://www.njmap2.com/blueprint/


Application:
Landowner:
Description:

Phase SADC Muni County Land 
owner

Responsible Staff for 
this Task

Name of Person 
Responsible

Goal Turn 
Around Time

1 Draft application received or interested landowner contacts municipality

Lo
ca

l A
pp

lic
at

io
n

Cu
st

om
iz

e 
by

 p
ar

tn
er

2 Mapping and Soils Analysis (use NJ Blueprint) X
3 Is it in the County Agriculture Development Area (ADA)? X
4 Is it a targeted farm in township or county PIG plans? X X
5 Review local zoning for development potential of the property X

6
Eligibility Determined: Does it meet Minimum Criteria? If you aren't sure, contact your SADC RAC

X X

7 Farm site visit and landowner meeting - walk/drive entire farm and note all infrastruture X X

8 Note and discuss any erosion issues X X
9 Discuss and selects any exception areas, RDSOs, & non-agricultural uses X X

10
If there are equine production and service activities on the farm complete Equine Questionnaire 

X X

11
Review applicable SADC guidance documents with landowner, obtain signatures, and return to SADC

X x

12
Obtain copies of any easements and review for restrictions on development or farming potential

X

13
Obtain copies of any written leases or document verbal leases and review for existing restrictions on 
development potential x X

14 Obtain copy of the property deed(s) and confirm ownership and any restrictive language x X

15

If the property has subdivision approval, obtain copies of the subdivision plat, approval resolutions, 
correspondence associated with the development approval, and any related recorded documents X X

16 Present to AAC for approval to move forward/select this application for processing X

17
Receive approval from AAC to move ahead with application and complete Municipal Affidavit

X

18 Receive approval from Municipal Governing Bodies (Planning Board? Committee?) X
19 Receive approval from CADB to move ahead with application X X

20
If local funding isn't available at this time - make decision to process through CMV & Offer

X

21 Complete SADC Application Form (Section I) X X
22 Complete SADC Application Form (Section II) X
23 Complete Appraisal Order Checklist (AOC) X

24
Send application and required documents (as per the application checklist) to the SADC 

X

How We
Can 
Help

Challenge: The Process

The 
Application 

Process
Checklist



Q & A
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